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C HAPTE R  ONE

THE STRIPTEASE 
OF HUMANISM

W estern culture is marked at the present moment by a distinct 
slowing of momentum, or perhaps, more accurately, by a decline 

in purposefulness and an increase in cultural introspection. This tem-
porary lull, this vacuum in thought and effective action, has been created 
by the convergence of three cultural trends, each emphasizing a loss of 
direction. The first is the erosion of the Christian basis of Western culture, 
an erosion with deep historical causes and clearly visible results. The 
second is the failure of optimistic humanism to provide an effective alter-
native in the leadership of the post-Christian culture. And the third is the 
failure of our generation’s counter culture to demonstrate a credible alter-
native to either of the other two—Western Christianity and humanism.

The convergence of these three factors in the late sixties marks this 
period as especially important. What is at stake is nothing less than the 
direction of Western man. Only a few years ago the dismissal of Chris-
tianity was held to be a prerequisite for cultural advance. The decline of 
Christianity thus represented a cure for man’s problems, not a cause. So 
with the dawning of optimistic humanism the decline of Christianity 
was welcomed. Its adherents would be the only losers.

But that was yesterday. And contemporary yesterdays have a habit 
of suddenly seeming a hundred years ago. Today the cultural memory of 
traditional values hangs precariously like late autumn leaves, and in the 
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new wintry bleakness optimism itself is greying. Now it appears that all 
of Western culture may be the loser.

My purpose is first to examine humanism, partially as a movement 
in itself but even more as a backdrop against which to appreciate the 
need for an alternative; then to chart the alternative offered by the 
counter culture with all its kaleidoscopic variety; and finally, to present 
a third way as a more viable option in the light of man’s current situation. 
The weaknesses in both humanism and the counter culture are pointed 
out, not to negate much that has been extremely sensitive and intensely 
human, but to show the inevitability of their failures. The critique at 
least serves to illustrate certain mistakes that must not be repeated, and 
it highlights important questions and dilemmas with which further 
 alternatives must grapple.

A third way is desperately necessary because the present options are 
growing more obviously unacceptable. And, in fact, there is a Third 
Way—one which is becoming increasingly welcome to a large number 
of sensitive searchers and free-spirited individuals who make up a major 
part of those dissatisfied with things as they are. This Third Way holds 
the promise of realism without despair, involvement without frustration, 
hope without romanticism. It combines a concern for humanness with 
intellectual integrity, a love of truth with a love of beauty, conviction 
with compassion and deep spirituality. But this is running ahead.

THE RISE OF OPTIMISTIC HUMANISM
We cannot appreciate the need for the Third Way unless we understand 
the present crisis of humanism, and this in turn requires a knowledge 
of its historical background. Sometimes the forerunners of modern hu-
manism are said to be Confucianism and those branches of Buddhism 
which put an early and distinctive stress on man’s responsibility to 
manage his own life without gods or religion. However, the first mile-
stone on the journey of Western humanism was in the fifth century b.c. 
in Greece, where for the first time in Europe the use of objective reason 
freed science and philosophy from the shackles of superstition and 
 religion. The Golden Age of Greece was brief but glorious, and its in-
fluence cast a long shadow over the Roman Empire and the classical 
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world. Yet with the advent of Islam and barbarism, except for small 
pockets of scholars the classical age was swept from the face of Europe.

The Renaissance was the second important milestone on the road to 
modern humanism, the eruption of the importance of man irreparably 
severing the intricate unity of the medieval web of life. Along dark, 
narrow streets appeared light, sunny arcades; beside the impressive 
heaven-directed Gothic architecture grew humanly scaled towns, 
buildings, squares and statues; instead of stiff figures and symbolic 
images, warm, fully-rounded human beings sprang to life on canvas.

The Renaissance was an intoxicating phase of humanism, an  explosive 
confidence of the human mind, the celebration of art, morals, thought 
and life on an eminently human scale. It was Christendom’s twilight 
toast to the dignity and excellence of man. Making flattering self- 
comparisons with republican Rome and the Athens of Pericles, the 
Florentines appointed themselves both executors and heirs of the clas-
sical heritage. The scale of Protagoras was to be their scale—“Man is 
the measure of all things.” As Leon Battista Alberti, a typical early 
Renaissance thinker, expressed it, “A man can do all things if he will.”2

It was during the Renaissance that the word humanist was coined. 
Initially it only defined a concern for humanity, and many early hu-
manists saw no dichotomy between this and their Christian faith. Yet 
it was from the Renaissance that modern secular humanism grew, with 
the development of an important split between reason and religion. This 
occurred as the church’s complacent authority was exposed in two vital 
areas. In science, Galileo’s support of the Copernican revolution upset 
the church’s adherence to the theories of Aristotle, exposing them as 
false. In theology, the Dutch scholar Erasmus with his new Greek text 
showed that the Roman Catholic adherence to Jerome’s Vulgate was 
frequently in error. A tiny wedge was thus forced between reason and 
authority, as both of them were then understood.

It was in fact in a combination of the forward-looking thrust of 
science and the backward-looking stance of classicism (made possible 
through the new sources, improved texts and fresh interpretations) that 
the Renaissance found its leading intellectual impetus. Vasari, the Re-
naissance art historian, asked himself why it was in Florence that men 
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became perfect in the arts and then gave as his first answer: “The spirit 
of criticism.”3 It was this same spirit of criticism which continued to 
gather force until it crashed down on Europe in a landslide of unbelief. 
As the dust settled, the ensuing period was described as the Enlight-
enment, the eighteenth-century ferment of thought and action which 
is the third great milestone on the road to modern humanism.

The Enlightenment has its own unmistakable identity, but at the 
same time it also has an affinity with the Renaissance. Both directly 
appealed to classical antiquity, deliberately opposed Christianity and 
consequently accelerated the forces of modernity. But the  Enlightenment, 
with its advantage of distance, could afford to view the Middle Ages 
through the eyes of the Renaissance, so that there was a detachment 
and an objectivity impossible for the earlier humanism. If the Renais-
sance humanists proclaimed a new world, it was because they knew that 
the old world was irretrievable. But for the men of the Enlightenment 
the joy of the new world was a result of the triumphs that were pre-
dictable from the progress of the scientific intellect. If the legacy of the 
Renaissance is humanism, then the contribution of the Enlightenment 
is paganism.

The eighteenth century came in on a wave of irony and satire, exalting 
the trivial, ridiculing the noble and attacking anything which previous 
centuries had been taught to believe, revere or love. It was the heyday 
of the ubiquitous critic, but the chief influence lay not with the popular 
writers and dramatists (such as Jonathan Swift and Oliver Goldsmith) 
but with the philosophes, the articulate, sociable, secular men of letters 
who were the heart and soul of the Enlightenment. In 1784, toward the 
end of the Enlightenment, Kant defined the era as the period of man’s 
emergence from his self-imposed minority. He offered as its motto, 
Sapere Aude! (Dare to know!). It was in the pursuit of this challenge that 
the powerful combination of British Empiricism and French Ratio-
nalism (both extended into the fields of science and political action) 
changed the face of Europe.

As this occurred, the break between reason and revelation was fi-
nalized, and the battle was joined in terms of “Hellene” versus “Hebrew,” 
light versus darkness, reason versus superstition, philosopher versus 
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priest and men of realism versus purveyors of myth. In this battle the 
impact of the Classical Age was not just antiquarian. The ancients were 

“signposts to secularism.”4 Across the fog of the Christian centuries, as 
they saw it, the philosophes tried to build a bridge to the Greeks and the 
Romans. They succeeded in bringing back a great prize—the spirit of 
criticism. They took pride in the omni-competence of reason, not just 
because they held reason to be all-powerful, but because they had de-
veloped an extreme anti-authoritarian temperament. They asserted their 
right to use reason to question anything.

As time went on the questions became more far-reaching and the 
criticisms more uncompromising. In the earlier stages many leading 
 philosophes were deists, arguing against theism from a rigid concept of 
natural law; later on they were atheists, using the arguments of utilitari-
anism. Within the church, where there was spiritual life it was often 
inward-looking pietism with no cultural cutting edge, and where there 
was no spiritual life the bankruptcy was not decently disguised but bra-
zenly advertised by a mixture of internal struggles, bland theologies and 
dull apologetics. Little wonder that it could be said that for men like 
David Hume “religion has lost all specificity and authority; it is no more 
than a dim, meaningless and unwelcome shadow on the face of reason.”5 
As the eighteenth century came to a close, all the wisdom and all the wit 
apparently lay on the side of the Enlightenment. Man was demanding 
to be recognized as an adult, a responsible being. There is no denying 
that this was a momentous stage in the journey of the Western mind.

The eighteenth century went out amid wars of revolution and the 
nineteenth century was ushered in by the campaigns of Napoleon. To 
the perceptive this was symptomatic of the hidden logic of humanism, 
but to most men it was only a sign that an age of ideas was ripening into 
an age of application. Man was not only the measure of the world he 
knew but the measure of the world of which he dreamed. Relying on 
its application of reason and science, the nineteenth century could an-
ticipate a rich fund from which to draw its buoyant idealism and robust 
social enterprise.

If there was any lingering doubt as to whether or not philosophy had 
transferred its support from theology to humanism, this was finally 
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dispelled for most people when the mechanistic world view of science 
provided an explanation of the origin and development of the universe. 
Astronomy and physics had already removed any need for God as a 
scientific hypothesis, but the turning point came in the nineteenth 
century when biology added its explanation. Simultaneously the evolu-
tionary theory appeared to demolish Christianity and provide a scien-
tific basis for the philosophy of progress already widely held. Technically, 
Darwin was not the originator of the idea of evolution but rather the 
first to give the theory a detailed scientific basis.

The cultural flow at the end of the nineteenth century became a series 
of whirlpools with many strange currents and cross-currents. From one 
side of the spectrum of religious thinking came Higher Criticism and 
liberal theology; from the other side came an extremely reactionary 
entrenchment within the church. (The Roman Catholics promulgated 
the dogma of papal infallibility in 1870, while in England Bishop Wil-
berforce achieved notoriety in his debate with T. H. Huxley.) This period 
saw the appearance of semi-religions like the Church of Christ, Sci-
entist and the Theosophical Society, and on the secular front it wit-
nessed also the birth of the modern humanist societies.

The Ethical Union was founded in 1896 to federate all the humanist 
secular societies then in existence. Three years later they launched the 
Rationalist Press. Both of these remained comparatively small until hu-
manism was popularized in the mid nineteen-fifties. In 1963 they 
merged to form the British Humanist Association, itself linked with the 
wider International Humanist and Ethical Union. This marks the fourth 
milestone on the road to modern optimistic humanism.

Looked at another way, it could be said that after the first slow stage 
of “cosmic” evolution (inorganic) had come the second stage of “bio-
logical” evolution (organic). With the universe “decreated” (Simone 
Weil), and the West “unchristened” (C. S. Lewis), the third stage, “pur-
posive psycho-social” evolution, could now begin. “We’re storming the 
gates of heaven!” cried German socialist Karl Liebknecht at the end of 
World War I.6 He need not have troubled. For most people, heaven had 
long since been evacuated and Man had come of age. “Man makes 
himself,” said Gordon Childe.7 “We see the future of man as one of his 
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own making,” said H. J. Muller.8 And Sir Julian Huxley remarked, 
“Today, in twentieth-century man, the evolutionary process is at last 
becoming conscious of itself. . . . Human knowledge, worked over by 
human imagination, is seen as the basis to human understanding and 
belief, and the ultimate guide to human progress.”9

If the earlier days of secularism sometimes represented a belligerent 
all-out anti-God campaign, then Swinburne’s “Hymn of Man” (“Glory 
to Man in the highest! for Man is the master of things”) was a typical 
text—a monumental defiance that was actually a mask for underlying 
insecurity.10 Modern humanism is more urbane and self-assured. Typical 
as a text for this is John F. Kennedy’s reputed dictum enlarging on Alberti: 

“All men’s problems were created by man, and can be solved by man.” The 
modern humanist at his best is a man highly educated, deeply aware, 
tolerant and far-sighted, with clearly defined policies, confident that his 
philosophy is a relevant way of life and determined to communicate it.

The mid-sixties were the high noon of optimistic humanism. The 
British Humanist Association, with its distinguished Presidents Sir 
Julian Huxley and Professor Sir Alfred Ayer and its dazzling intellectual 
representation, blossomed in public influence and political activity. 
Around it, the new universities mushroomed like institutional tracts 
erected on the same beliefs. The crowning proof of man’s capability 
seemed to be the triumph of the moon landing. The gigantic satellite 
launching towers were hailed by many as technological cathedrals built 
to the glory of modern man.

As a result, optimistic humanism gained its strength from the confi-
dence that the entire field of human development was now possible 
within the humanist frame. Julian Huxley claimed that all problems 
could be solved by humanism and that the whole range of human living 
could be included within its scope. He predicted that philosophical 
problems like mind versus matter, social problems like the clash of the 
two cultures and even international problems such as war would soon 
be solved. Humanism, he said, would “heal the split between the two 
sides in the cold war.”11

Also included was a new concept of religion, distinctively humanist 
because it was a religion without revelation. In the nineteenth century 
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Auguste Comte had proposed a Religion of Humanity complete with 
his own suggestions for sacraments, saints and rituals, organized into 
two thousand churches throughout Europe, with Comte himself the 
supreme leader. Huxley’s version is far less papal and more in line with 
the urbanity of modern humanism. “Religion of some sort is probably 
necessary. . . . Instead of worshipping supernatural rulers, it will 
sanctify the higher manifestations of human nature in art and love, in 
intellectual comprehension and aspiring adoration.”12 Here is hu-
manism at its highest and most hopeful, attempting to solve all 
problems and include all human living within its framework, guiding 
the progress and guarding the evolution of the human race by its own 
purposive direction.

Time, however, is gradually and cynically stripping this to its es-
sential quaintness. Only the cold-blooded technocrat finds modern war 
less chilling or its solution nearer. The ideal of human nature “sanctified” 
in humanist art was already falsified, faltering under the sunken stare of 
an alienated Giacometti bronze, or strangled by the tortured canvases 
of Francis Bacon. Evolutionary optimistic humanism is in the process 
of being betrayed by its own idealism. The humanist artists as its an-
tennae were already into a world which the humanist philosophers and 
scientists had not yet seen. As with all idealism, its tragedy is the 
blindness of its heroes; tuned into a world of illusions, they are only too 
vulnerable to reality.

THE SURFACING OF PESSIMISM
Now we can see an important point more clearly. Optimistic humanism 
was only one stream of secular humanism. Its reverse was pessimistic 
humanism, and if the optimism was characteristically strong in aca-
demic circles, it is now evident that pessimism was more prevalent in 
the wider reality of life. Pessimistic humanism was always there, like a 
subterranean stream, murky in its depths and dark in its apprehension 
of dilemmas. It is this subterranean stream that is now threatening to 
surface and usurp the dignity and dominance of optimistic humanism.

Again we must go back in history to realize the full importance of 
this surfacing pessimism. Its genius was to see that behind the apparent 
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stability of the nineteenth-century world in which modern humanism 
was born stood a different reality. Both Nietzsche and Kierkegaard were 
men who lived in passionate revolt against the smugness of the nine-
teenth century, particularly against the cheapness of its religious faith 
and the brash confidence of its secular reasoning, or generally against 
its shallow optimism, wordy idealism and tendency to conform. Such a 
smug world was not just false but dangerously foolish, if the true nature 
of reality lay elsewhere.

It is amazing that this subterranean pessimism was not taken more 
seriously earlier. But it was derided as the “Devil’s Party”—the poets, 
philosophers and prophets of chaos and catastrophe—and all too easy 
to dismiss.13 Some were ignored. Their repeated warnings were simply 
relegated to the status of cultural myth having only an innocuous re-
spectability. In 1832 Heinrich Heine had said, “Do you hear the little 
bell tinkle? Kneel down—one brings the sacraments for a dying God.”14 
Nietzsche’s later cry of the death of God and his searching diagnosis 
(“Everything lacks meaning. . . . What does nihilism mean? That the 
highest values devaluate themselves. The goal is lacking; the answer is 
lacking to our ‘Why?’”)15 were not taken seriously either. After all, wasn’t 
Heine a poet, and wasn’t Nietzsche later deranged?

Other warnings were dismissed as only to be expected from the 
theory or temperament of their particular authors. Repeatedly in 
the 1930s, George Orwell depicted Western intellectuals as men who 
in blithe ignorance were sawing off the very branch on which they were 
sitting. Malcolm Muggeridge in his articles lanced open the “death wish 
of liberalism.” C. S. Lewis carefully made his exposures in “The Funeral 
of a Great Myth.”16 But the serious disquiet of Orwell, the humorous 
if testy honesty of Muggeridge and the gentle clarity and utter reason-
ableness of C. S. Lewis were before their time. They were predictable. 
They were ignored.

But the rising tide of disquiet cannot now be ignored. It is becoming 
the accepted mood of much recent judgment, as a hundred illustrations 
could quickly show. Writing in 1961 specifically on problems of 
Western culture, Frantz Fanon mocked, “Look at them today, swaying 
between atomic and spiritual disintegration.”17 In the same context, 
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Jean Paul Sartre challenged, “Let us look at ourselves if we can bear to, 
and see what is becoming of us. First we must face that unexpected 
revelation, the striptease of our humanism.”18 These two men could 
easily be dismissed as pessimistic, prejudiced politically and philosoph-
ically, but the disquiet does not stop there. Coming closer to the heart 
of humanism and speaking almost as an heir to a distinguished hu-
manist house, Aldous Huxley described himself this way: “I was born 
wandering between two worlds, one dead and the other powerless to 
be born, and have made in a curious way the worst of both.”19 From 
the world of science John Rader Platt, the American biophysicist, said, 
“The world has now become too dangerous for anything less than 
Utopia.”20 Norman O. Brown, a man famous for the lyrical roman-
ticism of his visions, admitted, “Today even the survival of humanity is 
a utopian hope.”21

There can be no stable equilibrium between optimism and pessimism 
but only an uneasy oscillation between the two. Optimistic humanism 
is strong in its stress on the aspirations of man but weak in its under-
standing of his aberrations. Accordingly, it lacks a base for the fulfillment 
of the former and its solutions to the latter are deficient; thus its ultimate 
optimism is eternally romantic. Pessimistic humanism, on the other 
hand, insists on the absurdity of man’s aspirations and speaks to the heart 
of his aberrations, but the price of its realism is the constant pull toward 
despair. This clear contrast throws further light on the current crisis.

FOUR PILLARS OF OPTIMISTIC HUMANISM
Optimistic humanism is being exposed as idealism without sufficient 
ideals. More accurately, its ideals are impossible to attain without a suf-
ficient basis in truth, and this is just what its rationalistic premises are 
unable to provide. This is the key weakness of each of the four central 
pillars of optimistic humanism.

The first pillar is the belief in reason. Here optimistic humanism is 
forced to its initial leap of faith. It is impossible to prove by reason alone 
that reason has the validity accorded it by humanism, and the twentieth 
century has strongly undermined this confidence in two places. Modern 
psychology has shown that, far from being utterly rational, man has 
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motivations at a deeper level than his reasoning powers, and he is only 
partially aware of these forces. Much of what was called reasoning is 
now more properly called rationalizing.

Modern philosophy also has reduced the pretentions of reason. For 
man, speaking from a finite reference point without divine revelation, 
to claim to have found a “universal” is not just to be mistaken. The claim 
itself is meaningless. For most modern men, objectivity, universals or 
absolutes are in a realm beyond the scope of reason; in this realm there 
is only the existential, non-rational, subjective understanding of truth.

Both psychology and philosophy have thus clipped the proud wings 
of rationalism and the unlimited usefulness of reason by itself. By ratio-
nalism I do not mean “rationalism” as opposed to “empiricism” but rather 
the hidden premise common to both—the humanist’s leap of faith in 
which the critical faculty of reason is tacitly made into an absolute and 
used as a super-tool to marshal particulars and claim meaning which in 
fact is proper only to the world of universals.

The second pillar is the belief in progress. The orientation toward 
the future introduced into Western culture by Christian linear tele-
ology was secularized by the Enlightenment. Ostensibly it had been 
given objective scientific support by the evolutionary theory. It was 
widely believed that nature was marching forward inevitably to 
higher and higher views of life (as expressed, for instance, in the 
philosophy of Herbert Spencer). But this is now being drastically 
undermined. Many point to evidence of an evolutionary crisis, 
somewhat tarnishing the comfortable image of inevitable progress 
with man at the center of the stage controlling his own evolution. 
Some even predict the extinction of the human species. The details 
of this we will examine in the next chapter. Here it is sufficient to 
note that current scientific doom-crying is making inroads into op-
timism; belief in inevitable progress is not supported by evidence of 
the past nor corroborated by the present situation and is hardly the 
united scenario of futurology. This means that optimistic humanism 
is less and less a belief supported by empirical data. It is becoming 
more and more an ideology, an idea which is inflated to the status of 
truth quite beyond the force of evidence.
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The third pillar is the belief in science as the guide to human progress 
and the provider of an alternative to both religion and morals. If “evo-
lution is good,” then evolution must be allowed to proceed and the very 
process of change becomes absolutized. Such a view can be seen in 
Julian Huxley’s Evolutionary Ethics or in the writings of Teilhard de 
Chardin. But in ever more areas, science is reaching the point of 
“ destructive returns”; and the attempt to use evolution as a basis for 
morals and ethics is a failure. If evolutionary progress is taken as an 
axiom, then the trend towards convergence (social and evolutionary 

“unanimization”) becomes a value, as suggested by Teilhard de Chardin. 
But this militates against the value of individuality and can be used to 
support totalitarianism.22 Bertrand Russell was typical of a growing 
majority who admit that science can be no more than neutral and does 
not speak directly into the area of moral choice.

The fourth pillar is the belief in the self-sufficiency of man. A per-
sistent erosion of man’s view of himself is occurring. The fact that man 
has made so many significant scientific discoveries points strongly to 
the significance of man, yet the content of these same scientific discov-
eries underscores his insignificance. Man finds himself dwarfed bodily 
by the vast stretches of space and belittled temporally by the long 
reaches of time. Humanists are caught in a strange dilemma. If they 
affirm the greatness of man, it is only at the expense of ignoring his 
aberrations. If they regard human aberrations seriously, they have to 
escape the dilemma raised, either by blaming the situation on God (and 
how often those most strongly affirming the non-existence of God have 
a perverse propensity to question his goodness!) or by reducing man to 
the point of insignificance where his aberrations are no longer a problem. 
During World War II, Einstein, plagued by the mounting monstrosity 
of man against man, was heard to mutter to himself, “After all, this is a 
small star.”23 He escaped the dilemmas of man’s crime and evil but only 
at the price of undermining man’s significance. A supreme characteristic 
of men today is the high degree of dissatisfaction with their own views 
of themselves. The opposition to determinism is growing not because 
determinism explains nothing but because it explains too much. It is a 
clutching constriction on that which man feels himself to be. Arthur 
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Koestler attacks it as “ratomorphic,”24 Viktor Frankl as “modern ni-
hilism”25 and Noam Chomsky as “the flat earth view of man.”

Mortimer Adler’s The Difference of Man and the Difference It Makes is 
one book which probes deeply in this area and is scrupulously objective 
in its extensive analysis.26 He warns that if man continues to recognize 
no fundamental difference in kind between himself and the world of 
animals and machines, then his view of himself in terms of his moral 
dilemma or his metaphysical being must alter irretrievably. Anything 
left of contemporary concepts of morality and identity will be reduced 
to the level of the illusory, and the implications for individuals and for 
civilization are far-reaching.

Thus, in each of these four areas, although optimistic humanism appeals 
to the highest of man’s aspirations, it ignores the full reality of his aberra-
tions. And by contrast, the pessimistic humanism of the existentialist 
majors on man’s aberrations (what it often calls alienations) and allows little 
place for his aspirations. So the optimist finds himself subscribing to a 
belief in man which it is increasingly difficult to substantiate. This very ir-
rationality should make it anathema to the rational humanist but the belief 
cannot be discarded because little would be left of optimistic humanism.

It is a strange but undeniable fact that optimistic humanism appeals 
generally to a very small sector of society. In the Athens of Pericles it 
was partly a slave-based population that allowed the intellectuals the 
time for reflection. In the Italian Renaissance the new ideas were not 
broadly based and were often restricted to court circles, as at Urbino. 
During the Enlightenment, philosophers were generally from the privi-
leged if not the aristocratic classes. This characteristic is also perceptible 
today. An article in the Humanist Magazine in 1964 was entitled, 
“What’s Wrong with Humanism?”27 A long-time humanist complained 
that modern humanism was “clinically detached from life.” He urged, 
among other suggestions, a special commission to investigate the re-
quirements of humanism as a popular religious movement with its own 
Bible, hymns and liturgy. To a world outside the rarefied air of academic, 
scientific circles such beliefs are too often dry and uninspiring. Can any 
more ironic and fatal accusation be leveled at humanism than the 
stinging charge that it is not a sufficiently human way of life?
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Admittedly it is a value judgment, but it is difficult to avoid the strong 
suspicion that optimistic humanism gains its high view of man only by 
quarrying from its Christian cultural heritage. Thomas Huxley is re-
ported to have sung hymns on Sunday nights with his agnostic friends 
whenever he was feeling his own private melancholy! It is another heavy 
irony of history that waning Victorian Christianity should have lost the 
struggle against humanism but succeeded in imposing on its enemies 
its own smug ethics. Beyond the waning of Christianity’s own beliefs 
these ethics not only lingered but have been elevated into principle.

Borrowing from Christianity a high view of man, optimistic hu-
manism, like idealistic Marxism, is really a Christian heresy. Marxism, 
whatever it proclaims in propaganda and ideology, betrays the value of 
man in practice for it elevates the state as an absolute over the individual. 
Optimistic humanism does the same with its stress on aspirations but 
silence concerning alienations. But time alone will show whether 
genuine moral solvency is possible for the humanists or whether they 
are just living parasitically on past reserves.

If the basis of optimistic humanism is so weak, why wasn’t this 
 exposed long ago? The answer to this question lies in the mid-Victorian 
mood of general self-congratulation into which optimistic humanism 
was born. A complacent smugness was widely prevalent. This was true 
of the church; both Roman Catholicism and Protestantism exuded a 
rare coziness of orthodoxy. It was true also of secular atheism, with its 
reassuring belief that reason and science were introducing a civilization 
that would expel all traces of barbarism even from the memory. The 
twentieth century was anticipated eagerly as the fulfillment of these 
hopes, and general social stability gave credibility to this myth.

Twentieth-century upheavals have cruelly blown this apart. Hard on 
the heels of World War I came the Russian Revolution, followed by the 
Depression and then World War II. With lightning speed the three 
great European empires of Russia, Germany and Austria disappeared, 
soon to be followed by the British Empire. With the emergence of 
communism and the acceleration of modern technology, explosive new 
forces were unleashed in the modern world. The very fabric of civili-
zation seemed torn apart. It was at times like this, when social eruption 
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forced people to face the logic of their bankrupt base, that people 
 accurately perceived the tenuousness of optimism’s brave hold. If they 
were too optimistic in good times, they tended to be over-pessimistic 
in dark times, but these latter were the moments of truth.

All of this had been predicted by the Devil’s Party. Nietzsche saw 
modern Europe falling into an abyss, and in the 1880s he prophetically 
warned of a new Age of Barbarism: “There will be wars such as have 
never happened on earth.”28 After World War I, a similar point was 
seized on by Franz Kafka: “The buttresses of human existence are 
 collapsing. Historical development is no longer determined by the in-
dividual but by the masses. We are shoved, rushed, swept away. We are 
the victims of history.”29

Any powerful social disruption (such as the two world wars) has the 
effect of tearing away the social fabric and exposing the reality beneath. 
In the case of Western society, the cancer revealed had already been 
diagnosed by the pessimistic humanists.

Nonetheless, it has taken this last decade to provide the most sober 
moment of truth for many optimists. Koestler has described the sixties 
as the “Age of Climax”30 and J. R. Platt as the “hinge of history,” when 
momentous issues like the population explosion, the ecological and 
urban crises, the racial situation and the arms race have been recognized 
as exponential curves rising sharply. Added to this is the obvious shame 
arising from the contemptuous dismissal of Western humanism by the 
Third World. “Leave this Europe where they are never done talking of 
Man, yet murder men everywhere they find them,” Frantz Fanon cries 
to his fellow Third World revolutionaries, also warning that the United 
States, “that super-European monstrosity,” is a horror in which “the 
taints, the sickness, and the inhumanity of Europe have grown to 
 appalling dimensions.”31

If the social disruptions had not come, the stability might have 
 continued longer, but it would have been an Indian summer. They would 
have come eventually, and there is every indication that disruption is at 
our elbow daily as this century closes. So the subterranean pessimism, 
the Devil’s Party, surfaces, speaking more prophetically and appealing 
more popularly in its accurate portrayal of modern anxiety, loneliness, 
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alienation and dread. A description of Thomas Mann could be an ep-
itaph for our era: “He died undecided, hesitating between a desperate 
optimism and a weary pessimism.”32

THE STRIPTEASE OF HUMANISM
This, then, is “the striptease of humanism,” a gathering crisis of op-
timism, an escape from reason, a surfacing of subterranean pessimism. 
Understanding it as the daily climate of our time, we can now analyze 
more closely certain features of its arrival and of its permanent residue.

First, there is the strong element of surprise. For any who had read 
Nietzsche, this should not have been so but in fact it was. In 1929 Freud 
remarked on this in Civilization and Its Discontents: “Man has, as it were, 
become a prosthetic god. . . . Future ages . . . will increase man’s likeness 
to God still more. But . . . present day man does not feel happy in his 
Godlike character.”33 In 1951 Camus felt it still more keenly: “During 
the last century, man cast off the fetters of religion. Hardly was he free, 
however, when he created new and utterly intolerable chains. . . . The 
kingdom of grace has been conquered, but the kingdom of justice is 
crumbling too. Europe is dying of this deception.”34

The situation is pregnant with irony: There is a crisis of disbelief as 
well as a crisis of belief. Some religious thinkers may be endlessly re-
porting the death of God (almost as their contemporary creedal 
 confession), but the fact no longer seems heroic to the perceptive atheist. 
If the city of God has been razed, who is in need of a home now? Who 
feels the chill most keenly?

A second feature is the irreversibility of the exposure of humanism. 
It would be comforting to regard the present pessimism as a cycle, or 
swing of the pendulum, but there are various reasons why we cannot. 
For one thing there are new factors which prevent a reversal. Here we 
come to the difference between Oswald Spengler and Max Weber. 
Spengler thought the decline of the West was essentially what had hap-
pened before. Weber held that what was occurring had never happened 
before. It was different because, although there were similar symptoms, 
the “disenchantment of the world” by technology was new. So the situ-
ation was irreversible.
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Others have pointed beyond these new factors to a certain logical 
inevitability which flows from the diagnosis of the death of God as a 
cultural fact. Nietzsche makes this point constantly but especially in his 
famous parable in The Gay Science. A madman enters a market place with 
a lantern, crying, “I seek God. I seek God.”35 But the busy crowd is 
unconcerned at his outbursts and laughs at his comical antics. Turning 
suddenly on them, he demands, “Whither is God? I shall tell you. We 
have killed him—you and I.” But as they ignore the enormity of his 
announcement, he finally flings his lantern to the ground and cries, “I 
come too early. My time has not come yet. This tremendous event is still 
on its way.”

The death of God goes far beyond the decline of religious belief. It 
is as if man has drunk up the sea, sponged away the entire horizon and 
unchained the earth from the sun. God is dead. God remains dead, and 
all that for which God was once held responsible must disappear too, 
and this terrible game is played until the last throw of the dice. In the 
world without God man is not so much free as overwhelmingly respon-
sible. David Hume had admitted, “I am first affrighted and confounded 
with that forlorn solitude, in which I am plac’d in my philosophy.”36 
Nietzsche’s alternative—the will to power—is more appealing, but re-
ality lay nearer to an ominous significance which Sartre later called 

“total responsibility in total solitude.”37 This was the new definition of 
man’s liberty without God.

The humanists claimed that they could retain Christian values and 
give them a validity independent of God. But Nietzsche dismissed this 
as impossible since Christianity was the entire undergirding of all 
Western civilization, not only of its religious beliefs but also of its social 
values and its fundamental view of man. He diagnosed, not progress, but 
a time of decadence whose logic is nihilism. There remains only the void. 
Man is falling. His dignity is gone. His values are lost. There is no dif-
ference between up and down. It has become chilly, and a dark night is 
closing in. For those who would not face the desperate extremity of the 
truth now exposed to them, he had nothing but scorn. Nietzsche agreed 
with Burckhardt in hating the “odious windbags of progressive op-
timism”38 and saw only the horror of the abyss. If God is dead and “no 
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new god lies as yet in cradle and swaddling clothes,”39 there is no alter-
native except to face the nihilism and then from the ashes of former 
values and ideals to exercise the will to power which creates the overman.

Some ignore this diagnosis as mere poetry. So perhaps we should 
look more closely at the issue. Does the death of God really relate, for 
example, to the rise of totalitarianism? From several different view-
points it has been cogently argued that modern totalitarianism is closely 
connected to the death of God and the loss of absolutes.

Nietzsche argued that with God dead and man too weak to live 
without rules, inevitably the state—The New Idol—will be set up as 
an arbitrary absolute, forcing men to serve itself rather than God.40 

“God is my word for the ideal,” he observed. When equality is  confused 
with conformity and taken to involve the renunciation of initiative, 
the general levelling leads at best to socialism, and at worst to a totali-
tarianism perpetuating man’s servility in the name of the state instead 
of God.

Dostoevsky argued only a little differently. In The Possessed, his blis-
tering and prophetic expose of nihilism, Shigalov the revolutionary 
admits the unfortunate conclusion of his vision of the new society: “I 
have become entangled in my own data and my conclusions directly 
contradict my original premises. I started out with the idea of unre-
stricted freedom and I have arrived at unrestricted despotism.”41 
Freedom with no form results in a reaction of form with no freedom. 
“Shigalov’s system” ends up where “one-tenth will be granted individual 
freedom and full rights over the remaining nine-tenths, who will lose 
their individuality and become something like a herd of cattle.” He 
would see latter-day twentieth-century socialism, perhaps, as a secular 
Tower of Babel held up by strict totalitarian control.

Camus takes a third position, arguing that modern egalitarianism is 
the secularization of the soul’s original equality before God. “Totality is, 
in effect, nothing other than the ancient dream of unity common to 
both believers and rebels, but projected horizontally onto an earth de-
prived of God.”42

Despite entirely different premises, these three are each convinced that 
in the world after the death of God the rise of modern totalitarianism 
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is not accidental or cyclical, but logically inevitable. For Nietzsche, the 
death of God means that man is disastrously limited. For Dostoevsky, it 
means that man is disastrously unlimited. For Camus, if God dies so does 
diversity’s place within unity.

Dostoevsky (If God is dead, “everything is permitted”)43 and 
 Nietzsche (“. . . the advantage of our times, nothing is true, everything 
is permitted”)44 were both consistent in seeing the inevitable logic of 
relativism, but Dostoevsky was the more human. For Nietzsche to be 
consistent, he needed to become his own superman, but his views were 
overwhelming even for himself. As he poised over the abyss, he shivered 
with the horror of being “responsible for everything alive.”45 In the 
impossibility of this situation, madness perhaps becomes his only pos-
sible freedom from the overbearing responsibility. “Alas, grant me 
madness. . . . By being above the law I am the most outcast of out-
casts.”46 All that was left was Nietzsche the exile, branded with the mark 
of Cain, with “the most painful, the most heartbreaking question, that 
of the heart which asks itself, where can I feel at home?”47 From the first 
step of facing this almost Faustian nihilism he saw no escape and al-
lowed no escape. He scorned Hegel’s and Marx’s attempts to find some 
alternative purpose in history and Burckhardt’s answer that aesthetics 
could be the solution. As Erich Heller comments, “Nietzsche to the very 
end of his insanity spins out the thread of unbelief. In his very spiritual 
consistency there dwells the madness of desperation.”48

These elements of surprise and irreversibility were two features of the 
arrival of the crisis, but of even greater importance are the various symp-
tomatic features of its continuing presence. We shall now examine these. 
The key to the understanding of each of them is that they stem from the 
humanist’s lack of a basis, the loss of center, the death of absolutes.

ALIENATION
The first symptom is alienation which occurs when the lack of basis 
is actually seen, felt or experienced. Whenever a man is not fulfilled 
by his own view of himself, his society or his environment, then he is 
at odds with himself and feels estranged, alienated and called in 
question. Optimistic humanism, lacking sufficient basis for the full 
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range of humanness, also lacks sufficient balance, and alienation is 
inescapable when this is so. First of all this is true today of meta-
physical alienation. Denying the optimistic implications of Dar-
winism, Nietzsche pointed to man’s “ontological predicament”: “Man 
is a rope, tied between beast and overman—a rope over an abyss.”49 
Caught between the all-too-human and the superhuman, man, if he 
is not to despair, must stretch across an unbridgeable chasm to the 
revalued ideals of the overman. Nietzsche himself felt mocked, even 
in madness, by this impossible struggle. As all-too-human he knew 
only anguish, terror, loneliness, desperation, disgust, “the great sea-
sickness” of the world without God.

This last phrase was picked up by Sartre in his first novel Nausea, a 
classic of existentialism. Walking in the city park one day, Roquentin 
was overcome by the nausea of the meaninglessness of life. Looking 
around him, he concluded, “Every existing thing is born without reason, 
prolongs itself out of weakness and dies by chance.”50 He was forced to 
the unhappy conclusion that the key to life is its fundamental absurdity. 
Man as man has to reach towards being God in order to fulfill his aspi-
rations, yet with God dead and the world as it is these aspirations are 
limitations cast back in his face as an absurdity. Sartre’s reluctant 
 conclusion is that “man is a useless passion.”51

The drastic extremity of this is well portrayed in the drama of Samuel 
Beckett, whose Parisian home and early research in Marcel Proust’s 
philosophy of time bring him close to the thought world of existen-
tialism. In Waiting for Godot, Godot’s failure to arrive reduces all of life 
to the level of irrational absurdity.52 In Krapp’s Last Tape, the personality 
of the old man is completely desiccated by the sequential flow of time 
shattering his identity into fragments.53 Beckett’s ultimate in economic 
starkness is Breath, thirty seconds in duration, with no actors nor dia-
logue nor any props on the stage except miscellaneous rubbish; the 
whole script is the sigh of human life from a baby’s cry to a man’s last 
gasp before the grave.

The same metaphysical alienation, expressed in terms of the counter 
culture, is brilliantly distilled in Yoko Ono’s single line poems in Grape-
fruit.54 All of them are capsules of nihilism, variations on a theme of 
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meaninglessness. “Map Piece” reads, “Draw a map to get lost.” Another 
called “Lighting Piece” runs, “Light a match and watch it till it goes out.” 
These are the poetic counterpoint to Breath.

The same sense of alienation can be heard in many expressions of 
protest chafing at the constricting philosophies and psychologies dom-
inant today. Paul Simon cries out in “Patterns” against the reductionism 
of determinism that conceives of man as a rat in a cage.55 Jean Luc 
Godard says much the same in his film La Chinoise.56 When love is 
meaningful, to say “I don’t love you” is tragic, but when love is reduced 
to the chemistry of the color of the eye or the preference of the sweater 
color, to say “I don’t love you” is to say almost nothing.

Metaphysical alienation is also seen in the attempt to escape from 
nihilism through gamesmanship. Whether the games are crass, like the 
money or success games, or sophisticated and esoteric, like aesthetics or 
meditation techniques, they are only games created to escape the mean-
inglessness. Speaking as an artist, Francis Bacon says that man now 
realizes that he is an accident, a completely futile being and that he can 
attempt to beguile himself only for a time. Art has become a game by 
which man distracts himself.57

The heightened tragedy of the contemporary situation is that this is 
being confirmed, cemented and compounded by a newly felt socio-
logical alienation. This alienation stems partly from the disjointedness 
of society, but even more from the estrangement induced by a modern 
technological environment in which men feel unfulfilled, deperson-
alized, dehumanized and condemned to grow up absurd. Jacques Ellul 
describes this graphically: “The human being was made to breathe the 
good air of nature, but what he breathes is an obscure compound of 
acids and coal tars. He was created for a living environment, but he 
dwells in a lunar world of stone, cement, asphalt, glass, cast iron and 
steel. The trees wilt and blanch among sterile and stone facades. Cats 
and dogs disappear little by little in the city, going the way of the horse. 
Only rats and men remain to populate a dead world.”58 Man is ill at ease 
in this environment and the tension demanded of him weighs heavily 
on his time and nerves, his life and being. If he tries to escape, he is 
drawn towards an entertainment world of dreams, and if he complies, 
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he falls into a life of crowded, organized routine in which to conform is 
to feel the malaise of maladjustment.

This alienation, metaphysical and environmental, is an inescapable 
consequence of humanism and symptomatic of its lack of a basis, 
making man unfulfillable on the basis of his own views of himself.

MYSTIFICATION

A second symptom is mystification, the conscious or subconscious 
masking of the true nature of things. When a man feels his lack of basis, 
it leads to alienation, and when for all intents and purposes he ignores 
this and deals with other people on the premise that he has a sufficient 
basis, it leads to mystification. What is “normal” to him he takes as his 

“norm,” makes it an absolute, judges others who act differently as 
“ abnormal” and treats them accordingly.

Put another way, if there are no universals or absolutes then “nor-
mality” is also relative and must be dictated by an arbitrary absolute 
created either by the state or by the consensus of the population. This is 
true whether “normality” refers to morality or sanity, badness or madness. 
One man’s “normality” can become an implied or explicit judgment of 
another man’s “abnormality,” whether mental or moral. Or, the assertion 
of one man’s “abnormality” may be an assertion of freedom from the 
other man’s “normality.” A man’s refusal to admit any degree of “abnor-
mality” in himself leads to the process of rationalization required to 
maintain his “normality” at the expense of the other man’s “normality.” 
This process tends to rationalize violence, for men justify their mis-
treatment of others by considering them as “abnormal” simply because 
others differ from them.

This has profound implications in our culture. C. S. Lewis warned 
that in a society where law has objectivity, a man convicted under law 
can serve his sentence in jail and then demand to be released on the 
basis of the same law by which he was convicted. But if a man is judged 
to be “sick,” he must serve his time, waiting until the man in a white 
coat discharges him. Yet, if it was this very man who committed him 
and “sickness” is not objectively determined, to whom does he appeal?
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Lewis’s warning is timely in the light of the Soviet custom of 
placing political prisoners not in a prison but in Ward 7, an asylum. 
This is dramatically highlighted in the current case of Zhores 
 Medvedev, a brilliant Soviet geneticist, already famous for his book on 
T. D.  Lysenko. (His exposé of the story of the elevation of Lysenko’s 
erroneous genetic theories into unassailable dogma under Stalin is a 
fascinating example of “mystification” even in objective science.) Fired 
from his job for this book, Medvedev was unable to find work and so 
occupied himself writing a book on Russian censorship. For his pains, 
he found himself hospitalized and later registered as an outpatient 
with “paranoid delusions of reforming society.” In his latest book, 
A Question of Madness,59 he expresses his fear of a new Soviet re-
pression by means of “psychoadaptation” and concludes, “If things go 
on like this, it will end with healthy, sane people sitting in madhouses 
while dangerous mental cases will walk about freely.”60 Time magazine 
reports the recent statement of a leading Soviet forensic expert: “Why 
bother with political trials when we have psychiatric clinics?”61

C. S. Lewis’s general warning and the Russian practice are both easy 
to see, but the problem cannot be held at arm’s length. There is no 
country which is not prone to mystification. An example from the 
United States is thought-provoking. If there is no mystification, then 
by what norm or definition of legal “justice” can a man who was openly 
convicted by his peers for the crime of wiping out almost a whole Asian 
village, including children, be allowed to live in near freedom with presi-
dential favor, whereas a man of intense religious and moral convictions, 
convicted only of pouring dove’s blood on state papers, was harshly 
sentenced? Some will consider the contrast between William Calley 
and Daniel Berrigan too extreme, but it throws searching light on con-
temporary American definitions of “normality.” The United States of 
1776 was a revolutionary force in a revolutionary age, whereas the United 
States of 1972 is a counter-revolutionary force in a revolutionary age. 
How can this be, when most Americans consider their contemporary 
concepts of freedom identical to those of the American Revolution? 
Both the concept and its basis have profoundly changed, but this is not 
recognized in public statements or by public leaders. “Tell me,” Ho Chi 
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Minh would ask American visitors, “Is the Statue of Liberty still 
standing? Sometimes it seems to me it must be standing on its head.”62

The reverse side of mystification is the parallel idea that at a certain 
point “abnormality,” whether badness or madness, can be the assertion 
of freedom from definitions of “normality.” Dostoevsky’s The Idiot could 
easily be subtitled “the mystification of Myshkin.” The prince’s saint-
like innocence is abnormal in a society of wealth, power and egoism. 
Society calls him an idiot, but in his innocence he muses, “But can I be 
an idiot now, when I am able to see for myself that people look upon 
me as an idiot? As I come in, I think, ‘I see they look upon me as an 
idiot, and yet I am sensible and they don’t guess it.’ . . . I often have that 
thought.”63 The prince’s tragedy is that he was unable to bear the weight 
of that maladjusted innocence.

Antonin Artaud of the Theatre of Cruelty wrote to a friend, “I am 
not entirely myself.” But the society of his day would not accept his 
difference and gave him a drastic series of electrical shock treatments, 
reducing him to comfortable conformity. Jerzy Grotowski later com-
mented, “Artaud’s misfortune is that his sickness, paranoia, differed 
from the sickness of the times. . . . Society couldn’t allow Artaud to be 
ill in a different way.”64 How many thousands who have received such 
electrical shock treatment are similar victims of mystification? Some, 
like the early Beats, have responded by holding that lunacy itself may 
be good therapy. In “The Time of the Geek” Jack Kerouac wrote, “Can’t 
you sense what’s going on around you? All the neurosis and the re-
stricted morality and the scatological repressions and the suppressed 
aggressiveness has finally gained the upper hand on humanity.” If what 
is regarded by previously objective standards as “abnormal” is taken to 
be normal, then to be “abnormal” by these new standards is to be normal. 
Erich Fromm, for example, speaks of “the pathology of normalcy,”65 and 
R. D. Laing has made this a central feature in his psychology. Exam-
ining the rooted alienation evident in personality, family and society, he 
sees the schizophrenic as the man who is made into a scapegoat. When 
an alienated man, family or society finds a scapegoat, its treatment of 
him acts as a lightning rod to alleviate their own abnormality, for that 
abnormality is projected onto the scapegoat.
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The schizophrenic is a man torn between the inner and outer worlds, 
between his experience and his behavior, between his mind and his body, 
but this alienation is different from other men’s only in degree, not in 
kind. All are in fact alienated. The difference is that the less alienated 
are considered sane and the more alienated insane. “The ‘normally’ 
alienated person, by reason of the fact that he acts more or less like 
everyone else, is taken to be sane. Other forms of alienation are those 
that are labeled by the normal majority as bad or mad.”66 Again we have 
the rationalized maintenance of a psychological normality that leads on 
to the mystification of violence, whether in the family situation (where 
the father can never be wrong) or in international relations. On the basis 
of relativism, can a “just war” be other than a justified war? Laing con-
cludes, “Normal men have killed perhaps 100,000,000 of their fellow 
normal men in the last fifty years.”67

Black comedy majors in the same insight. The world is not necessarily 
metaphysically absurd, but the way men live normally has a fundamental 
absurdity which is masked from them by their complacent acceptance 
of the normal. William Burroughs’s Naked Lunch, for example, is a sick 
joke used as a weapon against society and human existence itself. But 
John Barth’s Sot-Weed Factor and Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 are parodies 
whose malicious humor exposes the inner contradictions and paradoxes 
involved in social normality. The same is true of much of the humor in 
famous radio programs like the BBC’s The Goon Show.

What should follow this realization that mystification is so prevalent 
is “demystification,” an honest admission of one’s own guilt, a confession 
and a change of heart. But without genuine catharsis, it is impossible 
for a man to own up to his guilt. And modern man has nothing to 
precipitate catharsis. Too often the demystification of violence leads to 
the rationalization of a newly mystified counter-violence. This is the 
lesson of many radical speeches, such as those in the celebrated congress 
on the “Dialectics of Liberation.”68

ROMANTICISM
The third symptom of the continuing crisis of humanism is romanticism, 
which begins by aspiring towards an ideal but never reaches it because 
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a sufficient basis is lacking. From its zenith, romanticism spirals 
downward towards frustration and despair—Icarus encore. This feature 
should hardly require further illustration. It is the lesson of this chapter 
and a summary of much of the counter culture. But it is a lesson rarely 
learned. With his memories of Eden, man is never at rest east of Eden, 
and he repeatedly throws himself on the flaming, drawn sword of the 
angel. Illustrations of this can be seen in various periods in this century.

Contemporary society, for example, meets death by escaping into 
romanticism. It was once a common idea that when the Christian views 
of death, dying and the afterlife were removed, there could be a new, 
free, pragmatic, almost casual approach to death, one releasing man 
from the fear of non-being. The reverse is the case, partially because of 
the aggravation of twentieth-century social problems and the addition 
of the Eastern concept of reincarnation, but especially because men 
cannot escape the fear of non-being. Secular man now has an even 
greater fear of death and non-being. The gross commercialization of 
grief and dying is only the flip side of the fear of death; the fear is hiding 
itself in an extreme romanticism, laying men open to manipulation. 
Forest Lawn in Los Angeles is its supreme expression; Evelyn Waugh’s 
The Loved One is its exposure. The irony is striking: Twentieth-century 
man has constantly mocked the Victorians for treating sex and the or-
igins of life as taboo; now he himself views death and the end of life as 
taboo. Death is the twentieth-century pornography which no freedom 
from censorship can remove!

Various periods of social history also unravel the running thread of 
romanticism. The United States in the 1920s was the world of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald’s jazz America; youth was prominent, skirts were short, 
dances were frenzied and everyone lived on an overwhelming sense of 
unprecedented newness. This romanticism then spiraled dizzily 
downward at the Depression.

At the same time, European intellectuals were surpassing this ro-
manticism in their enthusiastic welcome to the new Soviet regime. 
Early reactions were extravagantly exuberant, as if no lessons had been 
learned from the betrayal of the French Revolution. From the earlier 
socialists and liberals to Sartre’s refusal to accept the evidence of the 
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Stalinist extermination camps, it was the same story—romanticism. 
Malcolm Muggeridge described the stream of early Western tourists in 
Russia: “They were hilarious—clergymen reverently walking through 
anti-God museums, Quakers smiling radiantly as they were told that in 
the USSR capital punishment had been abolished, liberals overjoyed to 
learn that what amounted to proportional representation had been de-
veloped.”69 History, of course, has shown where reality lay, and now few 
would disagree with Muggeridge that it was “a compilation of folly 
probably unequaled in human history.”70

England in the fifties and early sixties is a further illustration. Chris-
topher Booker’s The Neophiliacs diagnoses this period as one suffering 
from a psychic epidemic, a fantasy syndrome by which men chased a 
dream which led them further and further from reality; then the dream 
shattered into a nightmare with “an explosion into reality.”71 The fifties 
were the dawn of the new Britain, with its New Morality, its New Wave 
films, its New Theology and its swinging London, classless, vital, superb, 
professional. But the new Britain was only an image conjured up by the 
image industry with pop singers, interior decorators, designers, mag-
azine editors and especially the baneful, omnipresent camera. Used by 
David Bailey or Richard Avedon, the camera was the magic lamp 
rubbed to produce a genie-like generation chasing “the magic bubble of 
up-to-dateness.”72 Booker charts this sorry story up to 1963 and the 
explosion into reality. Behind it all was dust.

The United States in the sixties was the same. The court chronicler 
of this world was Tom Wolfe, and the romanticism was identical, 
 extravagant, brilliant but hollow. Wolfe captured it in his book Kandy-
Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby, a culture which made Las 
Vegas its Versailles, where buildings were constructed to fit the neon 
signs, rather than the signs to fit the buildings. The hollowness was 
probed by Bob Dylan’s rasping early songs (such as “Desolation Row”), 
sharply persistent like a tongue in a decaying tooth.

History is strewn with the wrecks of romanticism. Booker explains 
such romanticism as due to “the dismissal of rational consideration of 
the realization of the power and nature of evil.”73 Without due regard 
to man’s aberrations (his alienations), the positive aspirations of man are 
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constantly doomed to spiral downward. Based on a half-truth, roman-
ticism can achieve no balance.

THE TWILIGHT OF WESTERN THOUGHT
Rationalism and optimistic humanism have thus turned out badly, and 
so has the entire Western culture. The striptease of humanism marks 
the twilight of Western thought which is exposed as a mass of tortuous, 
twisted tensions, contradictions, oscillations, polarizations—all 
stemming from the alienations of men who can explain neither them-
selves nor their universe.

The concept of alienation is often traced from Rousseau in politics, 
to Hegel in philosophy, to the early Marx in sociology, to the various 
modern prophets of existentialism. The full story is more complicated 
than this, of course, but what is interesting is that in the various analyses 
of alienation (such as Albert Camus’ book The Rebel, Ernst Fischer’s 
book The Necessity of Art74 or Lewis Feuer’s article “What Is 
 Alienation?”75) no one achieves a final resolution, either intellectual or 
practical. One man’s answer becomes the next man’s problem and the 
search is thus endless.

The best Christian critiques of alienation have always shown the 
inevitability of this dis-ease. The first Western man to speak of alien-
ation was not Rousseau, as Fischer claims,76 nor Hegel, as Fromm sug-
gests.77 It was Augustine and then Calvin who used the concept of 
alienation to emphasize that the problem of sin or evil was not just 
theological but relational—a breach of man’s relationship with God 
entailing a breach of all other relationships. The alienation of evil is 
theological, between God and man; sociological, between man and 
other men; psychological, between man and himself; and ecological, 
between man and nature. The far-reaching implications of this insight 
have been developed in two contemporary Christian critiques, both of 
which center on the presuppositional weakness of humanism which 
leads to the present impasse.

Herman Dooyeweerd in Holland surveys philosophy from the pre-
Socratic Greeks down through scholasticism to modern humanism.78 
In all these developments of humanism he exposes the essentially 
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religious presuppositions which succeed only by making a particular 
(such as reason) into a universal or an absolute. If pressed, their dilemma 
leads to an impossible choice between the tendency towards positivism 
(the practical acceptance of all perception as substantial because only in 
this way can perceiving man make sense) and the tendency towards 
scepticism (the total relativism of radical doubt).

Francis Schaeffer also shows the same impasse as it develops from 
the incipient humanism of Thomas Aquinas through Hegel, Kant and 
Kierkegaard to modern man.79 When reason is made an absolute rather 
than a tool, rationalism is stretched to the breaking point and is pulled 
over “the line of despair,” creating a basic dichotomy, a two-tiered view 
of truth, an “escape from reason.”

In his preface to Dooyeweerd’s Twilight of Western Thought, R. J. Rush-
doony illustrates the oscillation between positivism and scepticism by 
citing Metrodorus of Chios, a fourth-century Greek philosopher. 
 Metrodorus affirmed that there were only two things that man could 
know: “None of us knows anything, not even when we know or do not 
know, nor do we know whether knowing and not knowing exist, nor in 
general whether there is anything or not.”80 Yet “everything exists which 
anyone perceives.” The contrast between Professor A. J. Ayer’s posi-
tivism in Language, Truth and Logic in 1936 and the concluding scep-
ticism of his John Dewey Memorial Lectures in 1970 is modern 
confirmation of the same dilemma.

Camus could not escape it either: “I proclaim that I believe in 
nothing and that everything is absurd, but I cannot doubt the validity 
of my own proclamation, and I am compelled to believe, at least in my 
own protest. . . . Hence it is absolutely necessary that rebellion derives 
its justifications from itself, since it has nothing else to derive them 
from.”81 Knowing that as an existentialist he has no base for his values 
in positivism, he fights against the alternative of scepticism by making 
rebellion into an absolute.

It is certainly understandable that both optimistic humanism and 
existentialism rejected the smug Christianity of their day. But hu-
manism is now equally smug and existentialism has elevated despair 
from a moment to a way of life. There is almost a perverse refusal to 
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reconsider historic Christianity which once produced the answers to 
these very dilemmas and still offers the sharpest contemporary critique. 
Nietzsche at least was courageous in facing nihilism squarely. He was 
impatient with Burckhardt because he felt that Burckhardt knew the 
desperate truth but constantly avoided it. Writing once of Burckhardt’s 
lectures, he described “their profound thoughts, and their silently abrupt 
breaks and twists as soon as they touch the danger point.”82

Modern humanism also refuses to touch the danger points, to face 
the logic of its own premises. It prefers to live in intellectual inconsis-
tency. In The Disinherited Mind Erich Heller says, “In Kafka we have 
before us the modern mind, seemingly self-sufficient, intelligent, scep-
tical, ironical, splendidly trained for the great game of pretending that 
the world it comprehends in sterilized sobriety is the only and ultimate 
reality there is—yet a mind living in sin with the soul of Abraham. Thus 
he knows two things at once, and both with equal assurance; that there 
is no God, and that there must be God.”83

Kafka was not unique. Nietzsche himself, for all his scorn, made his 
leap of faith. He asserts that any attempt to understand the universe is 
prompted by man’s will to power but fails to see that his own conception 
of the will to power must then be admitted by him to be a creation of his 
will to power. What to Kafka was a weakness is now a disease of almost 
epidemic proportions. Erich Fromm ponders, “In the nineteenth century 
the problem was that God is dead, in the twentieth century the problem 
is that man is dead,”84 but Fromm shies away from exploring the con-
nection between the two. R. D. Laing poses the alternative, “Deus ab-
sconditus. Or we have absconded,”85 but his vision of the divine is Eastern, 
not Christian, and his use of Luther’s concept is merely rhetorical.

Thus optimistic humanism is currently in the throes of a gathering 
crisis. But we dare not let this negate the humanness of its ideals. What 
is needed is a stronger humanism, not a weaker one. We need a concern 
for humanness that has a basis for its ideals and the possibility of their 
substantial realization.

There are several requirements which any contending solution must 
satisfy. First, it must provide a basis that will define and demonstrate 
the individuality of man as human. Here the Eastern conceptions of 
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man with their essential negation of the value of man in this life, the 
communist subordination of the individual to the state, and the post-
Christian failure of Western man to resist the trends of dehumanization 
point to answers which do not satisfy this first requirement.

Second, it must provide a basis for the fulfillment of an individual’s 
aspirations. The Eastern religions, communism and humanism again fall 
short for similar reasons. So also do determinism and existentialism.

Third, it must provide a basis for the substantial healing of man’s 
alienations in terms of an individual’s becoming more fully himself. 
Many views falter here.

Fourth, it must provide a basis for community, combining social unity 
and diversity, and it must avoid the chaos of relativism or the swing to 
control seen in many modern states and intentional communes.

These together must provide a basis for defining and demonstrating a 
humanness sufficiently robust to be an anchor against the dehuman-
ization coming from social disruption and the fear of global destruction.

A Third Way is obviously required—one which speaks to the basic 
situation of humanity, both in individuality and in community. It must 
provide an answer to existentialism and a fulfillment to optimistic hu-
manism. But this is still to run ahead of ourselves.

With the erosion of the Christian culture and the crisis of humanism, 
the direction of Western culture is uncertain. Will we see a desperate 
vacuum from which nihilism will rise? Will we lurch on uneasily to a 
new technological barbarism? Will a novel mysticism turn the West 
into the East? Or will the slow disintegration of Western culture herald 
a decline of power, until the egoism of Western culture is judged by the 
hammer of the Soviets?

Only the future will show. Curiously, the recent preoccupation with 
“the end of ideology” has given rise to a new ideology—futurology. Here 
evolutionary optimistic humanism has its last chance. If, searching into 
his future, man finds grounds for believing in himself and his ability to 
control his future, then secular humanism may become solvent again. 
This quest forms the story of our next chapter.
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